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Apcotex Q2FY21 

Financial Results & Highlights 

Introduction 

Apcotex Industries Limited is one of the leading producers of Synthetic Lattices (VP Latex, Acrylic Latex, 

Nitrile Latex) and Synthetic Rubber (HSR, SBR) in India. 

Consolidated Financials (In Crs) 

  Q2FY21 Q2FY20 YoY % Q1FY21 QoQ % H1FY21 H1FY20 YoY 

Sales 130 126 3.17% 62 109.68% 192 274 -29.93% 

PBT 14 5 180.00% -7 -300.00% 7 21 -66.67% 

PAT 12 4 200.00% -7 -271.43% 5 15 -66.67% 

 

Detailed Results: 

1. The revenues for the quarter were up 3% YoY. 

2. PBT & PAT showed tremendous improvement in Q2. They were up 180% and 200% YoY 

3. The company had its highest volumes sold in a quarter in Q2. 

4. The operating EBITDA margin improved 883 bps YoY to 12.31% in Q2. 

5. H1FY21 performance was still down from H1FY20 due to the poor performance in Q1 from the 

lockdown. 

6. The company has completed all Phase 1 projects- 3 years Capex Plan of Rs 100 Cr (FY18, FY19, and 

FY20). The benefits of cost reduction and enhanced capacity have started accruing. 

7. The new capex plan for the company is Rs 130-140 Cr starting Oct 1, 2020, to 31 Dec 2021. These 

funds are for XNBR Latex for Gloves in Valia and other de-bottlenecking, efficiency, and EHS 

projects across both plants. 

 

Investor Conference Call Highlights:  

1. The process for the anti-dumping petition from the company is still going on. 

2. Almost all of the company’s end-user industries have seen a good rebound post lockdown except 

for construction. 

3. The management has stated that a principal reason for the company’s growth and performance 

in Q2 is XNB Latex. Since demand for the product was very strong, the management decided to 

invest some money and make its existing facilities flexible to make XNB Latex which helped in the 

end. 

4. The volume growth for Q2 has been 18% YoY. The growth in value terms is much less as RM prices 

are subdued as compared to last year. 

5. Another good reason for the growth & margin expansion in Q2 was the pent-up demand. The 

launch of a few new products also helped expand the margins. 

6. The revenue mix between latex and XNBR is at 50-50 currently. 
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7. The management expects volume growth to carry on in Q3 as well while realizations can also go 

up once RM prices come up. 

8. The new project of XNMB Latex for Gloves is expected to cost around Rs 100 Cr and is expected 

to yield Rs 300-325 Cr of revenue. As capacity rises, investment per tonne is expected to go lower 

and lower in the future. 

9. The capacity after the proposed expansion is at 40,000 tons for XNBR Latex for Gloves. 

10. The company also has plans for expansion of the core NBR line for Rs 150-180 Cr in the next 15 

months. 

11. The maintenance capex for the company is at Rs 10-15 Cr per year. 

12. One big uncertainty that the company faces while executing any capex project is the 

environmental consent which may get delayed more than expected due to COVID-19. 

13. NBR remains a challenging space for the company due to the dumping by international players in 

the absence of any anti-dumping measures. 

14. NBR contributes to 30-35% of the company’s revenues. The company faces almost no local 

competition in this segment. 

15. High styrene rubber contributes to 12-15% of revenues. The company faces low competition 

locally but has a few international competitors in this space. 

16. Apcotex is the only maker of XNB Latex in India. Its main competition is international makers, most 

of which are based in Asia. 

17. The management has stated that the latex market is less commoditized due to demand for 

specialty products which increases the stickiness of customers. 

18. But for rubber products, the market is essentially commoditized where price a principal factor and 

customers may work with a product that is not the best quality if the prices are good. These are 

the segments where there is significant dumping by international players who may be selling at 

15-30% lower prices than local sustainable levels. 

19. The debottlenecking of the NBR plant has increased its capacity from 15-16 thousand tons to 21-

22 thousand tons. 

20. The debottlenecking of the 55,000-ton latex capacity is still going on and is expected to increase 

the current capacity by 20%. By the end of 2021, the company expects to have a capacity of above 

70,000 tons in latex. 

21. XNB latex is currently at 10% of sales. 

22. The management has refrained from providing any margin guidance as it is still too early to tell 

whether the current demand is sustainable and how RM prices will fare in the future. 

23. The company is looking to target margins of near 15% for sustainable good growth. 

24. EBITDA per ton has also improved YoY along with EBITDA margins. 
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25. Inventory levels have gone down in H1FY21 as compared to Q4FY20 as a lot of product dispatch 

was held up in March due to the lockdown which led to an inventory pileup. 

26. The management is not worried about the total dependency on imports for 2 of its raw materials 

as it has multiple international suppliers for each of them which can be supplied through multiple 

routes. 

27. The year so far has been challenging for Apcobuild as the whole construction industry has been 

very slow in the last 6 months. The company is currently focused on building the brand slowly and 

is even outsourcing some products to complete the set of product offerings under the brand. 

28. Although RIL has started making NBR, the management feels that the NBR market is not big 

enough for such big companies to get attracted. 

29. The company has reduced the number of grades in NBR and is focusing on customer approval and 

quality. It has also gotten more approvals than last year and has seen capacity utilization increase 

due to improvement in quality. 

30. The export contribution was at 16-17% of sales in H1. 

31. Exports in the gloves and carpet segments are expected to improve in the near future. 

32. There is still uncertainty about Q3 due to the announcement of lockdowns in major EU countries. 

33. The industry shift from natural latex to nitrile latex for gloves has been on the cards for a long time 

and the immediate surge in demand due to COVID-19 has only accelerated this shift. The demand 

for gloves and PPE has also increased a lot since COVID-19 and is expected to be sustainable as no 

one wants to face any critical shortage of protective equipment in the future as it happened at 

the start of COVID-19 in almost all countries. 

34. The company is looking to target 3-4% of the world market in gloves. The management expects 

XNB Latex for gloves to contribute to 50% of sales by FY23. 

 

Analyst’s View: 

Apcotex is one of the very few synthetic rubber makers in India. The company had a very good quarter 

with an EBITDA margin expansion of more than 800 bps and its highest ever quarterly sales volumes. 

Exports were encouraging but the domestic demand has bounced back well for the company. The 

company is now focusing on capitalizing on the strong demand for gloves and is concentrating on 

establishing a direct facility for making latex for gloves in its Valia plant while servicing current demand 

with some of its machines that have been modified to make XNB latex for gloves. The antidumping 

petition by the company is still pending approval and this has caused the management to maintain its 

pause on its plans to expand NBR production lines. It remains to be seen how the demand for the 

company’s products changes going forward and whether the current margins and demand profile 

remains sustainable. Nonetheless, given the company’s industry position, the prudent management 

of the company, and the company’s optimism as deduced from its increased Capex plans, Apcotex 

seems to be a good chemical stock to watch out for. 
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If you found this report useful and would like to receive more such investing insights, you can subscribe 

to our updates.  
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